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ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for network management is
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management data according to the information indicating
the operations to be performed on the performance management data.
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#!Jbinish

# ifi!IJ#i/IJtllJIIDlllY!1HNii#iJflitN;;ni/IIJI!Il/i/llfiiilfl!li!JHNl111ili!UIJ!J:'Ji!lifllf#J}fiflilit#IJfl#ilfflillilfl'tli1 #
# Copyright : @ 1999 ProactiveNet Inc.
# File : remedy.sh
# Description : Returns information on the Remedy ARS Service MonitOr
#Author : Steven Snyder
#Date: $Date: 1999/06124
# iii1ti!ilfi!fil~l1i1JJNHtJ!iiii1ilfiH.I11/Iiiilii!ililillfi!#Jr!;fiJ#iillfiUiiiifl!llfliillfliiJII!Uillilfilll!filiffli!iiilfiliJii #
# This script takes the following parameters:
# USERNAME: Remedy user login

# PASSWORD: The users password
#SERVER: The ip address of the Remedy ARS server
#

#This example executes a binary, passing the usemame, password, server to connect to, and the commands

# to execute. The binary logins into the server, executes the commands and echoes the data to standard out

: !:ffi~lf!ti;~t~h~u~w=~~Z}I~'f:,W,1~iJIII!IU#tltJ##%iiKi!tllthWtt#tlllmmnnn #
unalias -a

RESPONSESCRIPT=/usr/ar/apVsrc/driver/driver1.in
CONFIGSCRIPT=/usr/ar/apilsrc/driver/driver2.in
DRIVER=/usr/ar/apVsrcldrtver/driver

CAT=/bin/cat
ECHO-echo # shell bui~-in
RM=Ibin/rm

PATH=IbinJusrlbin:/usr/sbin:letc
export PATH
progname='basename $0'

if[$#-lt5]
then
$ECHO •usage $progname -[configlstat] <ip> <timeout> <usemame>
<password>" >&2
exit 1
fi
SERVER=$2

USERNAME=$4
PASSWORD=$5
if f'$1" =•-stat1

then
$DRIVER $USERNAME $PASSWORD $SERVER $RESPONSESCRIPT
fi

#----------------------if ( "$1" =•<enfig"]
then

$DRIVER $USER NAME $PASSWORD $SERVER $RESPONSESCRIPT
fi

exitO

FIG. 4
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2

packets lost, etc. They do not collect specific businessoriented data useful in commercial applications. In fact,
management or business-oriented data is usually neglected
by current network management system. For example, a
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
5 typical network management system does not keep track of
the number of tickets sold in an airline's web site, even
The present invention pertains to the field of network
though the statistics on the number of tickets sold would be
management. More particularly, this invention pertains to
very useful to an airline using the network management
the field of interfacing with network management.
system. In this situation, the company usually has its own
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
10 network management staff to generate a script-based program to collect this particular piece of information, in
Networks are used to interconnect multiple devices, such
addition to the data already collected by the system installed.
as computing devices, and allow the communication of
Although the script-based program is relatively simple to
information between the various interconnected devices.
generate, additional effort is required to integrate the cusMany organizations rely on networks to communicate infor15 tomized data collected (e.g., the number of tickets sold in the
mation between different individuals, departments, work
airline's web site) with the typical data collected by the
groups, and geographic locations. In many organizations, a
network management system. Even more effort and time is
network is an important resource that must operate effirequired to analyze these different types of data in order to
ciently. For example, networks are used to communicate
maintain the network and to troubleshoot.
electronic mail (e-mail), share information between
20
individuals, and provide access to shared resources, such as
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
printers, servers, and databases. A network failure or inefIn one embodiment, a method comprises collecting perficient operation may significantly affect the ability of cerformance data having accompanying meta data including
tain individuals or groups to perform their required funcinformation defining the performance management data and
tions.
25 information indicating operations to be performed on the
A typical network contains multiple interconnected
performance management data, and generating output data
devices, including computers, servers, printers, and various
for display using collected performance management data
other network communication devices such as routers,
according to the information indicating the operations to be
bridges, switches, and hubs. The multiple devices in a
performed on the performance management data.
network are interconnected with multiple communication 30
links that allow the various network devices to communicate
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
with one another. If a particular network device or network
The
invention is illustrated by way of example and not
communication link fails, multiple devices, or the entire
limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in
network, may be affected.
which like references indicate similar elements, and in
Network management is the process of managing the 35
which:
various network devices and network communication links
FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a network environto provide the necessary network services to the users of the
ment.
network. Typical network management systems collect
FIG. 2 illustrates and embodiment of a network monitor
information regarding the operation and performance of the
network and analyze the collected information to detect 40 capable of detecting problems or potential problems in a
network environment.
problems in the network. For example, a high network
FIG. 3 illustrates a data flow diagram of monitoring
utilization or a high network response time may indicate that
system for monitoring a network of components.
the network (or a particular device or link in the network) is
approaching an overloaded condition. In an overloaded
FIG. 4 is an example of a script-based program, provided
condition, network devices may be unable to communicate 45 to the claimed invention.
at a reasonable speed, thereby reducing the usefulness of the
FIG. 5 shows an exemplary embodiment of an adminisnetwork. In this situation, it is important to identify the
tration console window displayed to allow the user to
network problem and the source of the problem such that the
register the script-based program as a service monitor in a
proper network operation can be restored.
network monitor.
The operations performed by the network management 50
FIG. 6A shows an exemplary embodiment of the applisystem are often controlled via software on one or more
cation monitor plug-in definition window, with an "Input
computer systems. Typically, in the prior art, a determination
Parameters" page displayed.
is first made to determine what the application is and then
FIG. 6B shows an exemplary embodiment of the applisoftware is created to control how to administer it, how to
cation monitor plug-in definition window, with an "Output
control it, how to configure it, and how to display it. The 55
Configuration Variables" page displayed.
result is software that is very specific to the types of data that
FIG. 6C shows an exemplary embodiment of the appliis being collected, stored, analyzed and displayed. Because
cation monitor plug-in definition window, with an "Output
of this, there is new code written for each application and
Statistics Variables" page displayed.
stored for use in the system. As developing such software is
FIG. 7 shows an exemplary embodiment of an administime consuming and expensive, it would be advantageous to 60
tration
console window with a new service monitor added.
reduce the amount of software development in network
FIG. 8 shows an exemplary embodiment of an adminismanagement systems.
tration console window to activate a service monitor.
Furthermore, typical computer network management sysFIG. 9 shows a graph generated by a network monitor of
tems collecting data from components within a network,
these network management systems usually collect typical 65 the data collected using an action request system monitor.
infrastructure information only, such as server response
FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a computer system
time, and network parameters such as packets transmitted,
that can be used with the present invention.
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3
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

4

A machine-readable medium includes any mechanism for
storing or transmitting information in a form readable by a
A method and apparatus for performance monitoring and
machine (e.g., a computer). For example, a machinemanagement in a networked environment is described. In
readable medium includes read only memory ("ROM");
the following description, numerous details are set forth to
5 random access memory ("RAM"); magnetic disk storage
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention.
media; optical storage media; flash memory devices;
It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art, that the
electrical, optical, acoustical or other form of propagated
present invention may be practiced without these specific
signals (e.g., carrier waves, infrared signals, digital signals,
details. In other instances, well-known structures and
etc.); etc.
devices are shown in block diagram form, rather than in
10 Overview
detail, in order to avoid obscuring the present invention.
In the present invention, generic modules, as well as the
Some portions of the detailed descriptions that follow are
data storage, receive data and are able to process the data
presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representausing information that accompanies the data. Thus, the data
tions of operations on data bits within a computer memory.
is fed into module, regardless of its type, from the environThese algorithmic descriptions and representations are the 15 ment that created it. A meta data definition accompanies the
means used by those skilled in the data processing arts to
data and indicates what it is that is being collected and what
most effectively convey the substance of their work to others
is to be done with the data being collected. For example, the
skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally,
meta data may indicate that an alarm is to be associated with
conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading
the data or may indicate how to administer. Thus, in order to
to a desired result. The steps are those requiring physical 20 enable or add a new application to monitor a new element,
manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not
the module that obtains the data and returns a value and
necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or
define what is to be done with the data. Then, the others
magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred,
modules, such as the stage module, the analysis module and
combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has
the presentation module understand what is defined in the
proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of com- 25 data to take the corresponding operations or actions, based
mon usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements,
on the meta data that indicates what operations or actions to
symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.
perform on or with the data.
It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and
For example, the user interface may change by what is in
similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate
the meta data. Thus, while one application may show 4
physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied 30 variables, the receipt of new data with different meta data
to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as
may result in the display of 19 variables. The same can be
apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated that
said about hiding variables. Thus, the only inputs that are
throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such
needed to collect data and the meta data indicating the
as "processing" or "computing" or "calculating" or "deteroperations to be performed on the collected data. In other
mining" or "displaying" or the like, refer to the action and 35 words, the system takes in arbitrary data and user interface
processes of a computer system, or similar electronic comis able to display it.
puting device, that manipulates and transforms data repreThe modules that receive and process the data are part of
sented as physical (electronic) quantities within the coma performance management system. In one embodiment, the
puter system's registers and memories into other data
performance management system comprises an e-business
similarly represented as physical quantities within the com- 40 performance management system. The performance manputer system memories or registers or other such informaagement system may monitor the network as well as applition storage, transmission or display devices.
cations. In one embodiment, the performance management
The present invention also relates to apparatus for persystem provides real time monitoring of Internet transaction
forming the operations herein. This apparatus may be speperformance to address the reliability and responsiveness of
cially constructed for the required purposes, or it may 45 on-line businesses to their customers and partners. The
comprise a general purpose computer selectively activated
system characterizes overall end-to-end e-transaction
or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the comresponse time and response times down to the subputer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer
transaction level, so that quick isolation of hot spots and
readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, any
bottlenecks can be detected. The system also identifies
type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, 50 response times at the e-commerce sub-transaction level, the
CD-ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories
Web app server level, and the underlying database levels, as
(ROMs), random access memories (RAMs), EPROMs,
well as for performance variables at the device level for the
EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media
network, load balancers, firewalls and servers.
suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each coupled
In one embodiment, scripts or other applications may be
to a computer system bus.
55 incorporated into the system. For example, scripts matter to
perform performance monitoring or management may be
The algorithms and displays presented herein are not
used and incorporated into the system. An API enables easy
inherently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general purpose systems may be used with
integration of custom scripts that have been written to gather
specific information and useful business metrics, including
programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may
prove convenient to construct more specialized apparatus to 60 site traffic, orders received, abandoned orders and sales.
In one embodiment, a graphical user interface is used to
perform the required method steps. The required structure
enable to define the name of the application, the script of
for a variety of these systems will appear from the description below. In addition, the present invention is not
application, along with a set of attributes (e.g., input, output,
described with reference to any particular programming
etc.). The user's program must generate the output.
language. It will be appreciated that a variety of program- 65
A meta application programming interface (API) provides
ming languages may be used to implement the teachings of
a user interface for the performance management system,
the invention as described herein.
network performance monitoring and management. It allows
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the user to rapidly and directly integrate one or more
FIG. 2 illustrates an embodiment of a network monitor 22
capable of detecting problems or potential problems in a
script-based programs into network performance monitoring
network environment. Network monitor 22 includes a data
and management. The data types defined in the script-based
collection module 30 that collects information from various
programs will be incorporated into the data of network
performance monitoring and management. Thus, it saves the 5 devices or applications, such as information regarding netuser time and effort in integrating and analyzing the data
work utilization (or device utilization), lost packets,
with meta data.
response time, or number of errors. Data collection module
FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a network environ30 collects information regarding the operation or performance of the network environment on one or more comment in which the present invention can be implemented.
The network environment of FIG. 1 contains multiple net- 10 munication links 31. Data collection module 30 can collect
data from any number of networks and any number of
work devices coupled to one another using a pair of netnetwork devices or applications. Data collection module 30
works 10 and 12. In particular, a pair of workstations 14 and
a pair of servers 16 are coupled to network 10. Additionally,
is coupled to a data reduction module 32, which reduces the
a printer 18 and a network monitor 22 are coupled to
collected data by reducing the granularity of the data over
network 10. A network device 20 (such as a router, bridge, 15 time and performing statistical reduction of the data, as
discussed below.
switch or gateway) is coupled to both network 10 and
Data reduction module 32 is coupled to a cognitive
network 12. Network device 20 allows network data to be
exchanged between network 10 and network 12, thereby
signature module 34 and a storage device 36. Cognitive
allowing network devices coupled to network 10 to comsignature module 34 generates and maintains multiple
municate with other network devices coupled to network 12. 20 dynamic cognitive signatures based on the data collected
from the network. A cognitive signature represents the
Another pair of workstations 14 and a server 16 are also
normal operating mode for a particular network device,
coupled to network 12. Although FIG. 1 shows four worknetwork interface, system, application, or communication
stations and three servers, a particular network environment
link with which the cognitive signature is associated. The
may contain any number of workstations, servers, printers,
or other network devices interconnected with one another in 25 cognitive signature is based on actual historical data collected regarding the operation and performance of the netany configuration. Networks 10 and 12 may use any communication protocol and may utilize any network topology.
work environment. The cognitive signature is dynamic, such
Additionally, network 10 and network 12 may use different
that it is continually updated to include the most recent data
protocols and different network topologies. If different procollected by the data collection module.
tocols or different topologies are used, then network device 30
In a particular embodiment of the invention, a separate
20 is required to translate or otherwise convert data between
cognitive signature is provided for each day of the week. A
the two different protocols or two different topologies.
cognitive signature for a particular day of the week may
Network monitor 22 is coupled to network 10, but is
include data separated into multiple time periods (e.g., each
capable of monitoring network devices, interfaces, and
hour of the day). For example, a cognitive signature for
communication links associated with network 10 as well as 35 Tuesday may include a particular time period that represents
network 12. Network monitor 22 is also able to monitor the
the normal operating mode (based on collected historical
operation and performance of various sub-systems,
data) for a particular network device from 9:00a.m. to 10:00
components, or applications contained within a network
a.m. on Tuesday. A cognitive signature for Saturday may
device. For example, network monitor 22 can monitor the
include a time period that represents the normal operating
CPU performance, memory utilization, and application 40 mode for a particular network interface from 2:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m. on Saturday. Additional details regarding cogniresponse time of workstations and servers contained in the
network environment. Although a single network monitor 22
tive signatures are discussed below.
is shown in FIG. 1, in an alternate embodiment of the
In the embodiment of FIG. 2, cognitive signature module
34 receives data from data reduction module 32. In this
invention, a separate network monitor is coupled to network
12. In this embodiment, network monitor 22 monitors net- 45 embodiment, the granularity of the collected data has
work devices, interfaces, and communication links associalready been reduced when received by cognitive signature
ated with network 10, while the network monitor coupled to
module 34. In an alternate embodiment of the invention,
network 12 monitors network devices, interfaces, and comcognitive signature module 34 may receive data directly
from data collection module 30. In this alternate
munication links associated with network 12. In other
embodiments of the invention, a single network monitor 22 50 embodiment, cognitive signature module 34 receives the
is capable of monitoring network devices, interfaces, and
actual data collected, rather than a reduced set of data. Thus,
communication links associated with three or more different
the cognitive signatures can be generated using the actual
networks.
data without any loss of detail due to averaging or other data
reduction procedures.
FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary network environment.
Storage device 36 may be any type of mechanism capable
Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the 55
teachings of the present invention can be used with any
of storing data, such as a random access memory (RAM),
number of network environments and network configuradisk drive, or tape drive. Storage device 36 is capable of
receiving data from data reduction module 32, cognitive
tions. Furthermore, the teachings of the present invention
can be used to monitor any network device, system,
signature module 34, and an analysis module 38. Analysis
component, or application for which information can be 60 module 38 receives collected data from data collection
module 30, and receives one or more cognitive signatures
gathered, either directly or indirectly. Additionally, the
from cognitive signature module 34. Analysis module 38
present invention is capable of monitoring any communication link or interface within a network or between a network
analyzes current performance or operation of the network
and a network device. Although FIG. 1 illustrates network
environment by comparing the data collected via the netmonitor 22 as a separate network device, network monitor 65 work with the cognitive signatures, which represent past
22 may be incorporated into another network device, such as
performance or operation of the network environment at
server 16.
similar times for similar devices, systems, or applications.
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Analysis module 38 may also compare the current data
receive alerts. By default, the Stat poll is scheduled at 5
collected with one or more threshold values. Analysis modminutes interval. Stat poll only accepts integer and floating
ule 38 is coupled to an alarm generator 40. Based on the
point data within the range of 0.001 and U.S. Pat. No.
results of the analysis performed by analysis module 38, an
4,294,967.
alarm signal may be communicated to alarm generator 40. In 5
response to the alarm signal, alarm generator 40 may genThe poll rates for both Config and Stat polls may be
erate an e-mail message to a network administrator or other
modified via an Admin graphical user interface (GUI) by
personnel, initiate a page to a network administrator's pager,
editing the service monitor's instance Control tab.
or communicate the alarm information to another system or
application. Additionally, alarm generator 40 may initiate a 10
If the output value is "NO_DATA" (for numeric value),
pre-programmed procedure that is executed in response to a
the performance management system does not plot a data
particular type of alarm.
point in the graph, no alarm will be triggered. If the output
FIG. 3 is a data flow diagram of the claimed invention.
value
is "NO_RESPONSE" (for numeric value), the netReferring to FIG. 3, a user provides at least one script-based
program to the meta API 130. In one embodiment, the user 15 work management t system sends/triggers an alarm.
provides the script-based program by copying the script into
After defining the program/script, the program/script is
a directory server on a sever used by the network managing
integrated into the network performance monitoring and
system (e.g., network monitor 150). In one embodiment, the
management system.
script can be in any shell script language, PERL, or any
similar program language. Alternatively, an executable of 20
If used with the remote agents, transfer the script and its
the script-based program could be used.
dependencies on to the remote machine where the remote
The user may also provide information 120 to the meta
agent is installed.
API. Information 120 may comprise poling rate, IP address,
names and types, and units of input and output variables. In
In one embodiment, the program/script (and any
other words, information 120 comprise user defined cus- 25
dependencies) is placed in the following designated directomized data types. Such data types are used by the scripttory on the network performance monitoring and managebased program.
ment server and its remote agent, creating the directory if
Network monitor 150 collects meta data and data defined
necessary, such as, for example,
by the script-based programs from the network 160 using
service monitor 140. The returned data 170 is then processed 30
by network monitor 150. The processing by network moni/usr/pw/pronto/usr_apps/bin.
tor 150 may include generated customized graphs 181,
customized records 182, and/or setting an alarm 183 if
necessary.
In one embodiment, to integrate the script files into the
In one embodiment, the performance management system 35 network performance monitoring and management system:
invokes the script in the following format:
1. Log into the network performance monitoring and manScript -[ configlstat]<ip _address><timeout_seconds ><input_
agement system as "root"
paraml> ...
2. Copy the program/script and any dependencies into the
40
/usr/pw/pronto/usr_apps/bin directory, creating the direc<input_paramN >
tory if necessary
The first argument for the script is either "-config" or "-stat."
3. Log out of the system
The second argument is the IP address of the target device
After integrating the program/script into the network
or application. The third argument is the timeout value for
the script to return output values. Any number of the input 45 performance monitoring and management system, the
program/script is registered as a new service monitor.
parameters may follow these arguments. The output is in the
The network performance monitoring and management
following format (with each variable on a separate line):
meta API provides a meta registration process through an
output_varl=value
administrator GUI. This registration process allows the
administrator
to define the name, inputs and outputs of the
50
output_var2=value
new service monitor, as well as the default values and other
important parameters. The new service monitor can then be
activated to monitor any applicable devices, applications or
output_varX-value
servers in the network.
In one embodiment, the sequence and names of the input 55
In one embodiment, the following information is specified
parameters are the same as defined in the registration
by the administrator registering the new Service Monitor:
process explained below, and output variable values are
1. Name of the new service monitor;
returned on the standard output device (stdout).
2. Filename of the program/script placed in /usr/pw/pronto/
In one embodiment, there are two types of polls in the
usr_apps/bin or other predefined direction;
performance management system. Depending upon the type 60
3.
Specifying
if a remote agent is required to monitor a target
of poll, a first argument passed to the script program is either
device. If the script must run on the target machine, then
"-config" or "-stat". A config poll gathers configuration
a remote agent on the target machine is required. By
information such as the version of the application running.
specifying that the target machine requires a remote agent,
By default, the configuration poll is scheduled once a day.
the network performance monitoring and management
Configuration data is not shown in graphs, but is reportable. 65
system can check that this agent exists before it allows the
A config poll accepts any type of data. Stat poll gathers
service monitor to be activated; and
information for which the user wants to graph, report and
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4. Input/Output Variables are defined in the following table.

Exemplary Application Monitor Plug-in Fields Definitions
Input/Output

Hidden

Name

Type

Input
Parameters

If selected,
the
parameter
name will be
hidden from
graphs. Used
for
passwords.
N/A

Up to 20 characters.
Sequence and names
must be the same as
defined in the script.
No blank input or
illegal characters
allowed: I & " * > < ! I

String, N/A
Integer,
Floating
point

Up to 20 characters.
Sequence and names
must be the same as
defined in the script.
No illegal characters
allowed: I & " * > < ! I

String,
Integer,
Floating
point

N/A

Up to 20 characters.
Sequence and names
must be the same as
defined in the script.
No illegal characters
allowed: I & " * > < ! I

Output
Configuration
Variables

Output
Statistic
Variables

Unit

Default
The default
value will be
displayed on
the Admin
GUI. The
maximum is
50 characters.

String that
N/A
defines the unit
of the
parameter.
Displayed in
graphs and
reports.
Integer, String that
N/A
Floating defines the unit
point
of the
parameter.
Displayed in
graphs and
reports.

In one embodiment, the administrator restarts the network
performance monitoring and management system if a service monitor definition is deleted or edited.
After registering the program/script as the service
monitor, the new service monitor is activated. Once a new
service monitor is registered into the network performance
monitoring and management system, it can be activated via
the network performance monitoring and management
admin GUI.
The network performance monitoring and management
system schedules the script for periodic execution and the
data collected is stored in its database. The poll rate, alarm
thresholds and other admin features may also be configured
via the Admin GUI.
In one embodiment, everything that is managed by the
network performance monitoring and management system is
defined as a Managed Object (MO). These may be devices,
applications or servers. The administrator may add new
MOs within the customer's network environment into the
network performance monitoring and management system
and create new instances of the new service monitor onto the
applicable MOs. The administrator can create graphs, set
alarm thresholds, and perform any other standard MO operations with this new service monitor.
FIG. 4 shows an example of a script-based program,
"remedy.sh", provided by the user. This is a typical simple
shell script for collecting management or business oriented
network data not covered by the performance management
system. Such script-based programs are either existing programs used before installation of the performance management system or newly written executables to collect additional data not covered by the existing performance
management system. The script in FIG. 4 is solely for
llustration, not to restrict the type of scripts that can be
accepted nor the type of data that can be defined within the
scripts. In one embodiment, the user copies the file containing the script to a directory in the performance management
system server. For example, "remedy.sh" is copied into a
designated directory in network router 150. If remote agents
are used in network performance monitoring and
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management, "remedy.sh" is copied into "/usr/pw/pronto/
usr_apps/bin" as well.
FIG. 5 shows an exemplary administration console window displayed by the network and application performance
monitoring and management system to allow the user to
register the script-based program as a service monitor. Using
the administration console window, the user indicates that he
desires to add a service monitor by clicking the "Add"
button in the window. In response to the selection, the
system displays a window, referred to herein as the application monitor plug-in definition window, for the user to
define the new service monitor. FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C show
various views of the window. The user inputs the name of
the new service monitor ("Action Request Sys" in the
example), the file name of the program corresponding to the
monitor ("remedy.sh" in the example). Then the user enters
the names, types and units of input parameters and output
variables of the program into the corresponding fields in the
window. The system provides the information from the user
to the system such that the system can automatically call the
service monitor and run it periodically. In one embodiment,
network router 150 calls the service monitor by issuing
commands on Solaris™ 2.6 platform, e.g. "script -config<IP
address><timeout><input parameter l><input parameter 2>
... ",where the IP address, timeout value, names, types and
units of input parameters are provided to network monitor
150 by the user via the administration console window and
application monitor plug-in definition window.
After the user has entered the required information, the
register application program integrates the service monitor
into the performance management system by adding the
service monitor into a list of monitors available in the
system. The user can activate the newly added monitor by
selecting it via the performance management system's
administration interface. FIG. 7 shows an example of the
performance management system's administration interface
with the new service monitor, referred to herein as action
request sys monitor, being added. The user can activate the
monitor by clicking on add action request sys monitor. FIG.
8 illustrates such a screen shot. Once the monitor is
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activated, the network performs monitoring and manageAn interface between a user and a performance management system has also been described. In particular, this
ment system runs it periodically to collect the type of data
interface provides easy and rapid integration of individual
defined in the service monitor. Network monitor also anascript-based programs with a performance management syslyzes the data with meta data, which has already been
defined within performance monitoring and management 5 tem. It also provides the user with rapid analysis and
presentation of the data. Furthermore, through the analysis
system.
of the data, particular problems in the network may be
Once the user indicates that he wants to add a new service
identified and one or more warnings may be generated.
monitor, additional windows will be displayed to allow the
FIG. 10 illustrates an embodiment of a computer system
user to enter additional control information, such as polling
that
can be used with the present invention. For example,
rate, timeout limit, user name and password. FIG. 6 shows 10
embodiments of the invention may use a computer of the
an example of such a window displayed by the preferred
type shown in FIG. 10 for a network monitor, a network
embodiment.
device, a server, or any other device contained in or used
As soon as the new service monitor is added and
with the monitoring system discussed above. The various
activated, the network performance management system
automatically uses it to collect the customized data from the 15 components in FIG. 10 are provided by way of example.
Certain components of the computer in FIG. 10 can be
components of the network, and apply all its core functions
deleted for particular implementations of the invention. The
to the customized data. The meta API provides a way to
computer system shown in FIG. 10 may be any type of
incorporate user-defined data types into meta data, the data
computer, including a general purpose computer.
structure that comes with network performance monitoring
FIG. 10 illustrates a system bus 200 to which various
and management. Once the user-defined data type is incor- 20
components and devices are coupled. A processor 202
porated with meta data, network performance monitoring
performs the processing tasks required by the computer.
and management can apply all its core functions to it, e.g.,
Processor 202 may be any type of processing device capable
graphing, baselining, reporting, alarming, data collecting
of
implementing the steps necessary to perform the various
and system administrating. For example, network performance monitoring and management can generate a graph 25 procedures and operations discussed above. An Input/Output
(110) device 204 provides a mechanism for communicating
displaying data of both the user-defined data types and meta
with other devices coupled to the computer. A Read-Only
data.
Memory (ROM) 206 and a Random Access Memory (RAM)
FIG. 9 shows an example of a graph generated by network
208 provide a storage mechanism for various data and
performance monitoring and management of the data collected using the action request sys monitor. The graph shows 30 information used by the computer. Although ROM 206 and
RAM 208 are shown coupled to bus 200, in alternate
the number of users and the server response time within a
embodiments,
ROM 206 and RAM 208 are coupled directly
one-day period. In addition, network performance monitorto processor 202 or coupled to a dedicated memory bus (not
ing and management allows the user to customize the graph
shown).
such that the user-specified data can be graphed by itself or
A video display 210 displays various information and data
with other types of data incorporated in meta data.
35
to the user of the computer. A disk drive 212 provides a
By pulling the customized data types into network permechanism for the long-term mass storage of information.
formance monitoring and management using the claimed
An input device 214 and a pointing device 216 allow the
invention, the user does not have to spend extra time and
user of the computer to enter information and commands to
effort to analyze the customized data the script-based programs collected. Network performance monitoring and man- 40 the computer system. Input device 214 may be, for example,
a keyboard, keypad, handwriting recognition device, or
agement automatically analyzes the data for the user. The
voice recognition device. Pointing device 216 includes, for
network monitor integrates the script-based programs into
example, a mouse, track ball, or touch pad. A printer 218 is
network performance monitoring and management, which
capable of creating a hard copy of information generated by
automatically collects and applies all functions of network
performance monitoring and management to the business- 45 or used by the computer.
In the foregoing specification the invention has been
oriented data specified by the user. Thus, the user can have
described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments
network performance monitoring and management to handle
thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modificahis business-oriented data in the same way as the network
tions and changes may be made thereto without departing
infrastructure data, meta data. This facilitates rapid troubleshooting and problem correction in the network. The quicker 50 from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth
in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,
a company resolves its network problems, the greater the
accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a
customer satisfaction will be. Thus, the network monitor
restrictive sense.
saves users time and effort in achieving customer satisfacWe claim:
tion.
1. A method comprising:
One advantage of the network performance monitoring 55
collecting performance management data having accomand management system is to make it easier to integrate
panying meta data, the meta data including information
individual script-based programs with the performance mandefining the performance management data and inforagement system. It allows incorporation of virtually any
mation indicating operations to be performed on the
types of data into the performance monitoring and manageperformance management data; and
ment system. Furthermore, the user can rapidly obtain 60
generating output data for display using the collected
results of analysis of the customized data collected in the
performance management data according to the inforformat chosen by the user. Typical functions provided by the
mation indicating the operations to be performed on the
performance management system, such as collection of data,
performance management data.
analysis of data, returning of the results are automatically
2. The method defined in claim 1 further comprising:
applied to the user-defined data types in the script-based 65
a performance management system receiving at least one
program once the script-based program has been integrated
script-based program; and
into the performance management system.
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running the script-based program via the performance
7. The method defined in claim 6 wherein the data
management system to periodically collect the perforcollected by the service monitor is business-oriented permance management data from components in a netformance management data of the components.
work.
8. The method defined in claim 6, further comprising:
3. The method defined in claim 2 further comprising:
5
receiving input from the user, the input specifying a rate
integrating the at least one script-based program into the
at which the service monitor polls the components;
performance management system as a service monitor;
receiving input from the user, the input specifying names,
and
types and units of input parameters and output variables
using the service monitor to periodically collect the
of the script-based program;
10
performance data.
using the input from the user to setup the program as a
4. The method defined in claim 3 further comprising the
service monitor of the performance management sysperformance management system analyzing and integrating
tem.
the performance management data.
9.
The method defined in claim 6 wherein the perfor5. The method defined in claim 3 further comprising the
performance management system generating an alarm when 15 mance management system analyzes the data collected using
the service monitor.
the performance management data meets certain criteria.
10. The method defined in claim 9, wherein the perfor6. A method for providing an interface between a user and
a performance management system, the performance manmance management system displays at least one graph of the
agement system being connected with a network, the netdata collected using the service monitor.
work including a plurality of components coupled by a 20
11. The method defined in claim 9 wherein the perforplurality of connections, the performance management sysmance management system generates at least one report of
tem collecting data of the components, the method compristhe data collected using the service monitor, and/or other
ing:
types of data collected by the performance management
receiving at least one script-based program from the user, 25 system.
the script-based programs defining data types not pro12. The method defined in claim 9, wherein the perforvided by the performance management system;
mance management system generates an alarm when the
integrating the program to the performance management
data collected using the service monitor does not meet
certain criteria, the certain criteria being provided to the
system as a service monitor, the performance management system using the service monitor to periodically 30 performance management system by the user.
collect data of the defined data types from the components.
* * * * *

